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The last few years has seen a significant increase in the number of Guernsey domiciled UK Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs)
being established for structuring international investors' property investment into the UK.
By exploiting the combined benefits of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange being a recognised stock exchange for satisfying the listing
condition for UK REITs, and JSE listed securities being classed as domestic investments for South African exchange control
purposes, a Guernsey domiciled UK REIT is the perfect structure for South African investors looking to invest in UK property.

What is a UK REIT?
The UK REIT regime was introduced on 1 January 2007 to encourage investment into UK real estate, by providing a tax efficient way to
invest in UK property. By meeting the qualifying criteria (more information on which can be found here) the UK REIT regime exempts
companies from UK corporation tax on its UK real estate income, including both rental income and capital gains.

What's the benefit to South African Investors?
One of the qualifying criteria for UK REITs is that its shares must be listed on a recognised stock exchange, which would be satisfied
by a listing on the Main Board of the JSE or by a joint listing on the Alt-X market of JSE and The International Stock Exchange, based
in Guernsey.
The significant benefit that this brings to South African investors is that the shares in the REIT will be classified as domestic
investments under South African exchange controls. As a result, an investment in the REIT's shares would not count towards South
African investors' Foreign Direct Investment capacity. Allowing South African investors to increase their exposure to international
investments outside of South Africa.

Why use Guernsey?
Guernsey has historically strong links with South Africa, with Guernsey being home to a number of long standing South African
institutions and investment funds.
Thanks to the Guernsey - UK double taxation arrangement, a Guernsey incorporated UK REIT managed and controlled from within the
UK provides South African investors with the unique combination of access to investment in UK REITs with the comfort and security
offered by Guernsey's respected fund regulatory regime.
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UK provides South African investors with the unique combination of access to investment in UK REITs with the comfort and security
offered by Guernsey's respected fund regulatory regime.
UK property fund managers looking to raise capital in South Africa can also benefit from the well established and internationally
respected fund services industry that Guernsey provides.
If you are a South African investor looking to invest in UK property, or a UK fund manager looking to attract investors in South Africa,
and would like further information as to how you can utilise the benefits of a Guernsey incorporated UK REIT, please feel free to contact
us.
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